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Chapter 1

Personally I’m always ready to learn, although I 
do not always like being taught.—Winston 
Churchill, British prime minister

Every marketing person will tell you that customer 
interviews provide deep insights on the product, 
its promotion, your sales team effectiveness, and 
your company strategy. What they often fail to do 
is explain, exactly, how to conduct an interviewing 
program.

You’ll be amazed at how much information clients 
will share—if only someone cares enough to ask. 
If you want to know what customers are saying, 
just ask ‘em! But don’t think of it as research; think 
of these client interactions as conversations.

Customer 
Interviews



Why you should interview clients
We start with the customer and we work backward. 
We learn whatever skills we need to service the 
customer. We build whatever technology we need 
to service the customer.—Jeff Bezos, founder, 
Amazon.com

Who better to tell you what you do right and wrong 
than a customer or a lost client?

Client discussions reveal their problems but also 
yours: problems with your product, your promotion, 
and your selling approach. Clients will tell you—in 

their own words—ways to improve every step of your 
product deve lopment and de l ivery. And th is 
information is highly valued within your organization.

This is the essence of market-driven customer 
development: let market facts drive decision-making.

In fact, executives and colleagues are desperate for 
relevant market facts. Consider the danger of 
decisions made based on one conversation or based 
on opinions. Client interviews greatly reduce the risks 
to your business.

Who to contact

In the field of observation, chance favors only the 
prepared mind.—Louis Pasteur,  French chemist 
and microbiologist

To do client interviews, obviously you’ll need contact 
information: names, emails, phone numbers. You’ll 
want to reach customers who have recently purchased 
your product plus clients who didn’t. Also, try to 
contact customers who purchased your product but 
didn’t choose the support options or didn’t renew their 
maintenance agreement.

Section 1

Preparing for 
interviews
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How many client names do you need? For existing 
customers, you probably need 2 or 3 contacts to get 
one interview. From a list of lost customers, you’ll likely 
need 5 or more contact names to get one interview.

And this is often the most difficult part of any research 
project: getting the names. Sales and 
marketing teams are often reluctant to 
share client names, and your customer 
s y s t e m m a y n o t c o n t a i n v a l i d 
information. You may need to elicit the 
a i d o f s a l e s a n d m a r k e t i n g 
management for getting valid contact 
information for this project.

When to contact

You only learn where a product 
needs improvement through serious 
l o n g - t e r m u s e . — D a v e W i n e r, 
industry thought-leader, software 
developer

Every sales person will tell you there are times when 
it’s dangerous to contact a client. In particular, it’s 

especially problematic to contact a client at any time 
during the sales cycle. But when is the best time?

Every client rollout is different but you typically see 
clients go through phases of acceptance and 
confidence in their decision.

Gartner describes these phases in its popular “hype 
cycle” diagram. While they use “Visibility” of the 
project (that is, visibility within the organization) for the 
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vertical axis, for our purposes, a better label is the 
customer’s confidence in the project. First you have 
the “peak of inflated expectations” when the client 
hopes the product will magically solve all their 
problems—just like the sales people said it would. 
Next you can see the “trough of disillusionment”—the 
period of buyer’s remorse that occurs after the sale. 
Luckily, as a successful implementation progresses, 
the client’s confidence increases.

You want to avoid calling clients at the low points, 
pa r t i cu l a r l y when t hey ’ re i n t he “ t rough o f 
disillusionment.” I’ve noted three places on this 
diagram for customer calls, aligned with their phases 
of rollout: after the sale, after the initial installation, and 
after the implementation.

For information about how to improve your sales 
enablement and selling methods, interview a client 

within 4 weeks of the sale completion. 
This interview tells you mostly about how 
you’re perceived in the market since it’s 
really too soon to get detailed feedback 
about the product itself. You’ll learn about 
the alignment of buying and selling, the 
most (and least) effective sales tools, and 
comments about your sales team’s ability 
to connect with the client and respond to 
their information requests.

F o r i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t t h e i n i t i a l 
implementation of the product, conduct 
an interview prior to production rollout. 
You’ll learn about the “gotchas” in your 
i n s t a l l a t i o n a n d i m p l e m e n t a t i o n 
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capabilities—both in your product and the associated 
services. You won’t get deep product insights here 
because the client hasn’t been focused as much on 
usage as much as implementation details such as 
configuration, data conversion, and modifying screens 
and reports.

After the implementation and prior to renewal is the 
best time for deep product insights, both the product 
capabilities and the impact of after-sale services, 
particularly technical or customer support. In this 
phase, you’re looking for customer satisfaction. Will 
they tell their friends and colleagues? Will they renew 
when their subscription or license comes due?

The type of information you’re seeking determines the 
a p p r o p r i a t e t i m e t o r e a c h c l i e n t s i n t h e i r 
implementation life cycle.

The interview roadmap

Always make sure you’re adding something to the 
discussion. Your initiations are worthwhile.—Tina 
Fey, writer and comedienne

The big trick of interviewing is to compose a set of 
questions to guide your discussions. You don’t want to 
wander aimlessly through a 30-minute conversation 
nor do you want to ask a bunch of closed-end survey 
questions that can be answered in a word or two.

Develop a interview roadmap to keep you on track and 
ensure that you’ve covered all your want to explore. 20 
questions is a good target.

Here are some questions I like:

• What do you hate about solutions in this space?

• If you could design the perfect solution, what would it be 
like?

• How would you improve the buying process for these 
things?

• If you were searching for a solution today, what would 
you type into Google?
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So take a moment to consider questions that will help 
reveal what you want to learn. Write them down, 
organize them into a logical flow.

Next steps

Who are you going to ask? When is the right time to 
ask? And what are you going to ask? These are 
questions to answer before you pick up the phone and 
start calling people. 
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Scheduling the interview

You will never find time for anything. If you want 
time, you must make it.—Charles 
Bruxton, British politician

I tend to be fairly organized with my 
schedule. I like to set up calls at 
specific times so I’m prepared and 
engaged. Maybe it’s anti-social but I 
rarely answer calls that come out of the 
blue.

It was once considered rude to send an 
email to someone you’d never met but 
nowadays people seem to prefer an 
email introduction before a phone call. I 

know I do. On the other hand, many still prefer a 
phone call prior to an email. After all, people are 
different! Let’s combine these two into an appointment 
procedure that uses both effectively.

Adele Revella at the Buyer Persona Institute offers 
these suggestions for setting up an appointment for a 
client interview.

First, place a call to the person you want to interview. 
If they actually answer, ask if they have time for a short 

Section 2

Conducting the 
interview 
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discussion. If they don’t have time now, schedule an 
appointment for later in the week and follow up with 
an email confirmation. If you don’t reach them at all, 
you’ll either get voicemail or an assistant.

Create standard emails and voicemail scripts for each 
of these scenarios. (I’ve written some simple scripts 
to get you started. Download them here.)

After an initial phone call, send an email either 
requesting the appointment or confirming the date 
and time of the agreed-upon appointment. Include a 
calendar invitation in your email so they will put it on 
their schedule.

On the day of the appointment, send another email 
reminder so they’ll be ready for your call; be sure to 
include the calendar invitation in your reminder 
message.

Block your schedule

If you don’t make your own schedule, somebody 
else will. Then that person will control your work.—
Watts Humphrey, American software engineer

For each scheduled interview, block an hour on your 
calendar. You’ll need 15 minutes to prepare, 30 
minutes for the interview itself, and 15 more minutes 
for wrap-up. And then do it all again for the next 
interview.

Block 15 minutes before the interview. Get yourself 
physically ready. Go to the washroom. Get a glass of 
water. Review the client info from your company 
databases and trouble ticketing system. Also check 
out their web site to be familiar with what they do. Get 
your head into the client information.
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Block 30 minutes for the interview. An interview may 
take less time; it may take more. Plan on roughly 30 
minutes. Never try to schedule an interview when your 
meeting schedule is tight.

Block 15 minutes after the interview. Before you talk 
to anyone else, you want to review your notes, expand 
on the areas where you’ve been cryptic or vague, and 
generally wrap up the interview. Remember, as soon 
as you talk about another client or another issue, you’ll 
lose most of the information that you’ve kept in your 
head.

Recording the call and 
taking notes

People tend to be more 
confident and more willing to 
state their opinions when 
they’re talking on the phone.
— Kristin Zhivago, author, 
Roadmap to Revenue

I’ve found people are more 
forthcoming on the phone than 
they are face-to-face, particularly when they have 

something negative to say. You’ll get loads of good 
information in a phone call so it’s best if you can 
record the call. It saves you from having to write down 
everything while attempting to hold up your side of the 
conversation. A recording will make note-taking easier, 
especially for those great phrases you’ll want to use as 
quotes later.

But for some reason, many who are new to 
interviewing are uncomfortable asking if they can 
record the call. Yet I almost never encounter an 
objection; those being interviewed rarely have a 
problem with it. Just ask: “Do you mind if I record this 

call? It will make it easier to 
take notes.” Assure them you 
won’t share the recordings 
with others.

When you’re recording, make 
notes of time-marks you want 
to revisit. You’ll want to look at 
these again later. Ideally, you’ll 
want to get the recordings 
transcribed so you can scan 
the text quickly. There are 
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many inexpensive services available and your 
company may already use a service.

If you can’t record the call, you’ll definitely want to 
conduct interviews with a colleague. They’ll likely hear 
something you didn’t and they can take more 
comprehensive notes than you’re able to while you’re 
concentrating on the discussion.

The client interview

Customers will tell you things 
when being interviewed that 
they will never tell you while 
you are selling to them.—
K r i s t i n Z h i v a g o , a u t h o r, 
Roadmap to Revenue

As with presentations, the first 
minute is critical. You have to 
prove you’re not really trying to 
sell them something and you 
n e e d t o p r o v e t h a t y o u 
understand their issues. After all, 
we’ve all had to deal with call 
center people who are only 

following a canned script.

That said, memorize your first minute, using the 
voicemail and email scripts developed earlier as 
guides, so you don’t fumble the opening.

You’ll be following your interview roadmap but 
remember: it’s not an interrogation; it’s a discussion. 
Your roadmap guides you from topic to topic but you 

should feel free to let the conversation 
find its own path. Your clients may want to 
talk about their current issues so you’ll 
need to let them express their thoughts.

The key to a successful interview is to 
avoid selling and telling. You’re likely to 
hear the need for an additional option or 
service, and you’ll want to offer it to them. 
Or you’ll realize the client misunderstood 
a critical feature and you’ll be inclined to 
explain it to them. But as soon as you 
start talking about your company and 
product, you’ll lose them.

In particular, don’t defend your product or 
your company reasoning. Decisions are 
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made that affect some clients negatively. That 
happens. After all, you’re not in the business of 
serving one client. For example, you dropped the 
basic support option because it was cost prohibitive. 
You may not even agree with the decision. But don’t 
explain it or defend it. Your goal is to let the client 
express his or her frustration and then move on.

As much as we love to keep things digital, an interview 
is one place where you should take notes on paper. 
Don’t let your technology get in the way. Print your 
interview roadmap so you can keep track of what’s 
been asked and quickly spot the upcoming questions. 
Make it LARGE with lots of white space and narrow 
margins. Scribble notes, flag certain questions that 
you want to revisit, and even doodle in the corner if 
you want.

Remember this is a discussion, not a survey; give the 
buyer time to think. Ask a question and then pause for 
a 3-count. 1... 2.. 3.... For whatever reason, we seem 
to hate silence. A few seconds often feels endless. 
Just think of how frustrating it is to talk to teenagers; 
they ramble on at very high speed while you’re still 
trying to figure out how to reply to a question from 30 

seconds ago (or is that just me?) Give your buyer time 
to think.

Finally, avoid using your cell phone or a Bluetooth 
headset. A good old-fashioned landline (and a good, 
wired headset if you like) gives much better reception. 
I’ve had numerous phone conversations with such 
poor quality that I wasn’t able to hear the questions 
and comments clearly so I just cut the conversation 
short.

Favorite questions

The first answer is the one you already know.—
Adele Revella, founder, Buyer Persona Institute

You’re asking questions and getting some good 
answers. That’s great. But sometimes you’ll get a 
partial answer or a “soft” answer and you’ll want to ask 
the question again. “Tell me more” is a fine prompt to 
get more specifics. However, you can’t use it after 
every question so here are some good alternatives to 
extend the subject:

• “Can you elaborate?”

• “Could you give me an example?”
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• “Can you explain that again differently?”

• “Of all the things that went on, why did that stick out in 
your mind?”

Now it’s time to start wrapping up. You’ve been on the 
phone for 20 minutes or so and you’ve covered most 
of the questions you wanted to ask. Before you sign 
off, add one or more of these:

• “What else do you want to share?”

• “What should I have asked that I didn’t?”

• “If you were sitting down with our CEO, what would you 
want to say?”

Next steps

However beautiful the strategy, you should 
occas ional ly look at the resu l ts .—Winston 
Churchill, British prime minister

Sometimes it’s better to think of yourself as an agency 
rather than an employee. Don’t admit to having access 
to any company systems. That is, don’t look up their 
client history or trouble tickets for them; you don’t want 
to turn an interview into a support call. Instead, tell the 

client that you’ll notify the appropriate department who 
will do the follow-up.

Never give any client-specific information to your 
colleagues unless the client approves it. If there were 
any sales or support issues, ask the client if you can 
send the information to sales or support. Most clients 
will be glad to have you forward their information, and 
all clients will appreciate that you asked before doing 
so. Send the information (now, before you forget) to 
the appropriate department.

Immediately after the interview, take a few minutes to 
review and expand your notes. Then take a few 
minutes to compare your notes with those taken by 
your colleague. Don’t jump into another customer 
issue or you’ll forget some of the nuances from this 
conversation.

And take a moment to reflect on what you’ve learned. 
Pat yourself on the back for completing a successful 
interview. Take a short break and then do it all again.

Once you have a few interviews, you’ll begin seeing 
some trends and then you’re ready to start analyzing 
for patterns. And that’s what we’ll do next.
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The customer is a rear-view mirror, not a guide to the 
future.—George Colony, Forrester Research

Look for patterns. The key to getting 
insights from what you’ve heard is to 
look for the patterns. Before using any of 
the techniques below, review your notes 
and transcriptions, and perhaps listen to 
the recordings again. Discuss your 
impressions with your interview buddy. 
What areas are you hearing again and 
again? Are you hearing problems or 
recommended solutions? What are the 
root causes of what you’re hearing?

Tag clouds. One super-easy technique to get you 
started is word clouds (also known as tag clouds). Go 
to h t tp : / /www.Word le .com and pas te a l l t he 
transcriptions into a cloud and see what words jump 
out at you. The size of the word indicates its 
frequency. In this case, we’ll want to look more closely 
at phrases that include the words clients, customers, 
market, information, and management.

Highlighters. Freshman seminars in some colleges 
teach a method for using highlighters that I’ve 
adapted for “data mining.” Scan through your 
transcripts and use four colors to note information:

Section 3

Analyzing what 
you’ve learned
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• Yellow: general insight

• Green: positives

• Red: negatives

• Blue: competitive information

Sometimes one comment is enough to cause you to 
take action. For example, “I got a 404 page when I 
clicked on the link.” You don’t need any more 
instances of this situation to go fix the link. But usually 
you’ll need three or four—or ten—requests before you 
should propose an action. If one person says your 
monthly support costs are too high, that’s interesting. 
If ten more say it, it’s worth exploring further. Maybe 
you should consider multiple levels of support. Or 
expand the online support area to include clients-
helping-clients. Or maybe your premium support really 
is too expensive for a significant portion of your 
clients.

You have a hypothesis now: “support may be too 
expensive.” Interviews are great for identifying issues 
but not very good at quantifying them. You’ll want to 
conduct a survey of a few hundred clients to see how 

many want to continue at premium and how many 
would entertain a less expensive option.

Communicating what you’ve learned

A ‘slideument’ is a cross between a slide deck and 
a document.—Garr Reynolds, author, Presentation 
Zen

I’ve found that marketing people are not very good at 
marketing themselves or their information. In general, 
they present data and assume that others can draw 
their own conclusions. But not everyone can look at a 
blueprint and see the finished building.

Who needs the information you’ve discovered? And 
what action should they take? You’ll need to think of 
how your audience processes information and what 
form is most persuasive, particularly when you’re 
asking them to change their point of view.

I once shared the results of a survey for a new product 
concept. And the results were not very good. In fact, 
they were really bad. On average our customers gave 
us a very poor grade on every aspect of the product. 
My VP of Development wanted to see the individual 
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responses. When I shared them, I watched in surprise 
as he mined the data in real time. It was like watching 
Commander Data on Star Trek: The Next Generation 
as he scanned volumes of information. His eyes 
flicked across the screen and you could almost hear 
his mental gears thrashing. And he reached a different 
conclusion. “Yes, the overall responses are bad but 
the newer responses are better.” (Do you remember 
the joke about the little boy who wanted a horse? 
Punch line: “There’s a pony in here somewhere!”)

I’ve found that technical teams want to see the raw 
data so they can draw their own conclusions while 
marketing people prefer key insights that provide 
guidance on the personas and positioning and 
messaging. Sales people don’t trust data as much as 
their own intuition, so they want to hear stories about 
individual clients, in the clients’ words.

And perhaps the biggest challenge for product 
managers and marketers is “speaking truth to power.” 
When speaking to the leadership team, particularly 
when the conclusions aren’t favorable, we tend to 
soften it with generalities. Executives want a summary 

of your conclusions and specific recommendations to 
address the issues you’ve discovered.

When presenting your information, the medium needs 
to a l ign wi th the message. Use a repor t or 
spreadsheet when you need to provide detail. Tell a 
story about an interview that best represents your 
conclusions—with the name of the person, their 
company information, and quotes from the interview. 
Always end your discussion with a conclusion and a 
recommendation but feel free then to open up the 
s e s s i o n f o r a l t e r n a t i v e c o n c l u s i o n s a n d 
recommendations.

PowerPoint is a fine tool to get you started but it isn’t 
the right tool for every audience.  Use a report when 
there’s lots of information to consume. Use a 
presentation to share summary information. Tell a story 
to bring the data to life.

Final tips

Deliberate practice has three key components: 
sett ing specif ic goals, obtaining immediate 
feedback, and concentra t ing as much on 
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technique as on outcome.—Steven D. Levitt, 
economist, author of Freakonomics

Now you’re ready to begin but before you contact a 
client, do some “deliberate practice.”

Start with a role-play with someone in sales or 
customer support. You’ll want to try out your opening, 
and get practice asking questions and probing for 
answers. Then get feedback from your colleague 
about what you could improve. You’ll notice some 
things that you need to tighten up or revise. If nothing 
else, this role-play will build your confidence.

Next, interview a friendly client. Someone you know 
personally or at least someone who has a positive 
relationship with your company. Be honest about what 
you’re doing. “I’m interviewing clients and I’d like to 
start with someone who will be nice to me.”

After a few practice interviews, you’re ready to start 
calling more people. The more recent their experience 
with your company, the easier they’ll be to reach; and 
they’ll also provide more valuable information. Who 
better to tell you what you do right and wrong with 
your product than someone who recently chose to 

buy? Or someone who chose not to buy? Recent wins 
and recent losses are the best sources for insightful 
interviews.

Resources

For more training, Adele Revella’s Buyer Persona 
Inst i tute o ffers a wonder fu l on l ine c lass on 
interviewing buyers to understand their buying 
process. See the Buyer Persona Master Class at http://
www.buyerpersona.com/buyer-persona-masterclass-i

If you prefer to read, I recommend Kristin Zhivago’s 
Roadmap to Revenue with a step-by-step approach 
to conducting customer interviews. http://zhivago.com/
roadmaptorevenue

Want to outsource it? My pals at Eigenworks offer win/
loss and customer experience services. Learn more at 
http://www.eigenworks.com.
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Chapter 2

“I have come to believe that most organizations 
need a small number of living documents, 
usually fewer than 10.” — Steve Johnson

About me 

Speaking at ProductCamp in Toronto



Steve Johnson is the 
t e c h i n d u s t r y ’ s 
s t o r y t e l l e r a n d a 
recognized thought-
leader on product 
m a n a g e m e n t , 
marketing, and sales 
enablement.

Steve is a popular keynote speaker at technology 
forums and author of many articles on product 
management and marketing. 

Steve has been working within the high-technology 
arena since 1981 with experience in technical, sales, 
and marketing management positions at companies 
specializing in enterprise and desktop hardware and 
software. His market and technical savvy allowed him 
to rise rapidly through the ranks from Product Manager 
to Chief Marketing Officer. In his various technical 
marketing roles, he has launched 22 product offerings. 

Steve draws heavily on his marketing and sales 
experience in both direct and multi-tier distribution, 
while his quick wit adds an element of fun to his 
workshops and speeches.

Contact Steve at steve@under10consulting.com
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